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The other day I had the rare opportunity in being 
followed by my wife up into the attic above our 

garage. This is where I keep my hidden treasure of 
Volkswagen parts. 

I knew I would get some sort of sarcastic comment 
from her the moment hear head cleared the rafters. 
You see, she’s not been up here in a long time and 
had no idea what sort of stash I’ve collected over the 
years. But all good things have to come to a pass and 
now it would all be disclosed. 

Although a bit hot and dry, you could have heard a 
hair from my head drop as her eyes surveyed the area. 
After of few moments, she shook her head in disgust 
and climbed back down the ladder. To this moment 
I’m trying to remember why the two of us went on 
that adventurous trip into the bowels of my VW parts 
collection, but for the life of me … my mind is a bit 
foggy and seems to draw a bit of a blank. 

We talked about what she saw a bit later, but not in 
any lengthy detail. I remember her saying to when “I 
go” … so do all the parts. I know that when my time 
has come I’ll probably end up under than less than 
6 feet of black dirt … and while that may happen, I 
can’t help but wonder what she intends to do with all 
those wonder Volkswagen parts I’ve collected over 
the years. 

Each year, early spring and summer present a 
wonderful opportunity for all of us to scour VW Swap 

Meets at any show visit. It is often said that one man’s 
junk is another man’s treasure. My biggest problem 
is that I never seem to limit myself to one item of 
any particular part I’m interested in. I have a habit of 
generally trying to buy in multiples of two. 

When you think about it, it’s very logical to buy two 
of anything you might use. After all, good used or 
NOS parts are becoming more and more difficult to 
come by. At some point in time, the part you may 
be looking today may become impossible to find 
tomorrow. 

I don’t subscribe to this habit just when visiting swap 
meets, but pretty much every time I order parts from 
someone who features quality replacements. I prefer 
NOS parts when I can find them, and I’ve found 
that many vendors will be honest with you as to the 
quality of the parts you are buying. Nonetheless, I’ll 
often stick with a tried-and-true used part from a 
salvage yard, swap meet vendor or a trusted VW parts 
after-market seller than to take a chance on something 
that might have been manufactured from the far 
corners of the earth. 

Remember though, nothing comes cheap anymore. 
Good used Volkswagen parts in top condition can 
fetch a very high price. But, I’d rather pay the price 
and be assured I’m getting something that will work 
verses something that will not.
 
As I’d discussed this philosophy with my spouse, she 
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simply shook her head in amazement and told me she 
thought there was no reason I needed to buy a duplicate 
of every part I had acquired. To set the record straight, 
I do not have a duplicate of them all … just most of 
them. I just wish has I had them all cataloged so that 
I could find the exact part I was looking for when I 
needed it. Although I may have the part I need hidden 
away elsewhere, when I can’t find it … I generally end 
up buying another replacement part anyway. Most likely 
I’ll come across what I was looking for when I need it 
the least. 
 
If nothing else, VW parts are precious metal … I would 
suggest you always invest in two of them. 
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The Historian’s Corner Heinz Schneider

THE STRUGGLE TO REPLACE  
THE BEETLE

EA97. The Beetle Replacement 
considered for 1965. (6)

All the early Beetle replacement prototypes developed 
under the designation of 97 EA by Porsche, Pininfarina, 
Ghia and the in-house ones by Rudolph Ringel during 
the 1952 to 1961 time period were rejected in its early 
stages of development by Nordhoff. There are no 
exact numbers available of how many prototypes were 
actually developed under the EA 97 designation. Some 
historians claim there were at least 8 different versions. 
One of them was however eventually finalized and 
ready to be produced at the beginning of 1965 to be 
introduced at the fall 1965 Frankfurt Auto Show. Tools 
for its manufacture were bought and installed; suppliers 
lined up for the not in-house manufactured parts needed, 

like for glass and tires etc. Distributors and dealers were 
notified to increase the size of their parts departments to 
store and handle additional parts. 
 
Just as everything was ready to go and 200 pre-production 
cars finished and tested Carl Hahn interfered, he was 
the highly praised head of VWoA from 1959 to 1964, 
and since his return to Germany in 1964, the respected 
head of corporate sales at VW. In his new position he 
immediately agitated against the EA 97, as he proudly 
admits in his autobiography. Hahn was unwaveringly 
against the introduction of this car just as he had been 
in 1961 against the Type 3, that one however he had not 
been able to stop. In his opinion the EA 97 was in too 
many ways to close to the Beetle. All true, except for 
its body it was a Beetle underneath only with a wider 
platform. Unlike the Type 3, the EA97 had the engine 
with the upright cooling fan housing, just flattened a bit 
at the top. And also unlike the Type 3 it had the same 
front axle as the regular Beetle.
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Another argument Carl H. Hahn used, was, that it 
did not have, what he was obsessed with, a “unique 
selling point”. What he must have meant is that while 
mechanically almost the same, it did not have the very 
distinct styling of the Beetle. To make it easier for 
Nordhoff to cancel the project Hahn pointed out the 
fact that Brazil did not have a car like the Type 3 in 
its program. All the investments in tools for the EA 97 
could be recovered by sending them to Brazil to BE 
built there as a Brazilian Type 3.

Shortly after these discussions with Hahn, Nordhoff went 
on one of his many safaris to Africa in March of 1965 
from where he sent a telegram to Wolfsburg canceling 
at the last minute the introduction of the EA97. Many 
claim that Nordhoff waited until he was in Africa to 
sent word of the cancellation because he did not want 
to face the disappointments of the many people who had 
worked to get this Beetle replacement into production. 

The EA 97 was attractive in a 1960 way, having a 
pontoon shape, looking in many respects similar to the 
Type 3, the Squareback/Notchback models introduced 
in 1961. A good looking station wagon and a convertible 
of the EA97 were also ready to be produced. 

Just as Carl Hahn had suggested the production tool 
for the EA97 were sent to In Brazil where the car went 
through major appearances changes to become the 
Brazilian version of the Type 3. It was even available 
as a four door. Later in 1973, it morphed into a more 
attractive car, called the Brasilia. In its Brasilia version 
it became very popular and 1,063,963 of it were sold 
until the newly introduced water cooled Volkswagens in 
the seventies started to take over sales in Brazil. 

I have never been able to 100% ascertain whether the 
almost introduced EA 97 was to replace the Beetle 
completely as many claim or it was the often rumored 
“Parallel Car”, to be in the same class as the Beetle. 
Meaning to be a better looking Beetle produced besides 
the regular one. One remaining EA 97 prototype is at 
present displayed at the VW AutoMuseum.

The quest to replace the Beetle continued for many more 
years. After the cancellation of the EA 97 another effort 
was started for a Beetle replacement, this one scheduled 
to be introduced in 1969. 

The Convoluted Story of Japanese 
Volkswagens
Not well known facts

For a change this is a story about Volkswagens that are 
not air-cooled. A little known fact is that years back 
Volkswagen had been looking for a partner or partners 
for a long time. During the early sixties VW earned 
a lot of money but was not sure whether its Beetle 
based cars would keep selling. Eventually VW and 
Daimler-Benz formed a joint company to manage the 
DKW Company with VW holding 51% of the venture. 
According to Carl Hahn in his autobiography tells us 
that Volkswagen was actually looking for more than 
just a partner but an eventual merger was desired and 
secret negation started. However the shareholders of 
Mercedes did not think much about a VW-Mercedes 
union and VW decided to buy the rest of DKW one 
year after. DKW would later become Audi. 

By the late seventies the Japanese became a strong 
presence in the world’s automotive markets causing 
Volkswagen to start looking for a partner again, this 
time in Japan. Because of the high manufacturing cost 
in Germany it was realized that it would probably 
become impossible in the future to compete pricewise 
against the Japanese in the North American and 
Asian markets with German built cars. Volkswagen’s 
preferred partner was Honda. Honda was considered 
by VW management having the same engineering 
attitude as VW. However Honda was not interested 
at all and refused to even enter into any discussions. 
Mitsubishi and Mazda had already American partners 
with Chrysler and Ford respectively. Suzuki, Subaru 
and Nissan showed little interest at first.

However, eventually Nissan and Volkswagen entered 
in an agreement signed in June of 1982 to build 200 
000 VW Santana in Japan for the Japanese market. 
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The Historian’s Corner (continued)

This is the same car that was sold as the Quantum 
in the US. The idea was to test whether German and 
Japanese manufacturing methods could be integrated. 
The project ended in a fiasco. Not even ten percent of 
the scheduled volume was built. Japanese buyers did 
not fall for the experiment. Volkswagen came to the 
conclusion that the cultural gap could not be bridged. 
Nissan lost a lot of money with this venture. It is no 
surprise that not much is known about this adventure 
and nobody wants to talk about the whole affair today. 
The Santana manufacturing tools were sent to China 
were the car did rather well. Volkswagen would not 
give up looking for a partner and Carl Hahn, the 
same CEO who was involved in the Nissan fiasco, 
approached Soichiro Toyoda of the Toyota Company 
this time. An agreement was reached to assemble 10 
000 Toyota 1 ton pick ups trucks a year from Japanese 
CKD kits on a Volkswagen assembly line in Germany. 

One ton pick ups, especially Toyota built pick ups, were 
very popular around the world but especially in the US. 
Volkswagen wanted to get part of that business and find 
out whether pick ups would also sell in Europe. Toyota 
was to get some of the cars produced in Germany to 
sell through their own European dealer network under 
their Hiluxe trade name while the ones for Volkswagen 
received a VW badge and were sold through the VW 
sales organization under the name Taro. Production 
started in January of 1989. Volkswagen was thinking 
at that if a market would develop and there was enough 
volume it could shift later pick up production to a low 
wage European country like Portugal or Poland. To 
please the unions at VW the pick ups were initially 
assembled at the VW Transporter factory in Hannover. 
Unfortunately, this factory had the highest production 
cost of all Volkswagen plants.

As it turned out, not enough of a market developed 
during the 7 years of production and the project had 
to be abandoned in 1996. The Taro is probably one 
of the least known vehicles of the many unusual 
Volkswagens ever built. It was a classical case of 
badge engineering, a Toyota pick up truck with a VW 
emblem. All Taros, even the Toyota versions sold in 
Europe, had Volkswagen’s 2.4 liter engines, mostly 
Diesels, and were bought mostly by farmers or other 

small business people. It never achieved the same 
image for practicality as small pick ups did in the US. 

It was not enough business for both parties involved. 
However, there were some lessons learned by VW. In 
order to start production of the pick up, VW engineers, 
assembly line workers, managers and union leaders 
went to Toyota City to familiarize themselves with 
Japanese production methods. To their great surprise 
they realized that unlike VW, Toyota had no supervisors 
or inspectors, each worker was responsible for his 
work and if there was a problem he had to resolve it by 
himself or ask for assistance. It was a cultural thing and 
it is what made and makes Toyota as successful as it is 
today, the Toyota spirit. Some of these revolutionary 
ideas were adopted by VW plants located in Eastern 
Europe and they did benefit from this Toyota 
adventure. Because of the union’s resistance and the 
calcified German management at the time, the Toyota 
production methods could not be applied at other and 
older VW plants in Germany. 

As an aside: It always had surprised me that VW was 
proud of, and even used it in their advertisements, the 
many inspectors they employed to check on the work 
of its supposedly highly motivated workers. Why did 
they not insist on the workers to do it right in the first 
place?

A few four wheel drive extended cab pick ups 
were built in Japan for Volkswagen and received 
Volkswagen badges for the Volkswagen’s sales 
organization in Europe. Looking at the internet 
today, because of the high reliability and practicality 
of these pick ups, there seems to be a small market 
developing in Europe for used ones. They are traded 
rather than junked. I was never able to receive an 
accurate number from VW about how many of these 
pick ups were actually produced.

According to the dictionary, the name Taro comes from 
a potato like root plant grown in the South Pacific. 
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Volkswoman Lois Grace

In keeping with a 90s Volkswagen ad campaign, how 
do you define FAHRVERGNUGEN? Choose which 

apply from the list below:

1)  Pleasurable experience obtained only by driving  
a VW

2)  Pleasurable experience obtained only by driving  
a vintage VW

3)  Warm fuzzy feelings experienced upon receipt  
of letters and goodies from far-away VW pals

4)  The arrival in the household of a new member of 
the VW family

5) All of the above

What prompted all this? It’s been a busy few weeks at our 
house lately. But, in the middle of all this hubbub, I’ve 
had time to make up a little quiz for you. What wakes 
you up in the middle of the night? What demands to be 
fed when empty? What can cost an arm and a leg, only 
to sit around all day doing nothing? What makes you 
forget your work in the middle of the day, causing you to 

lapse into daydreams and ponder its future? When you 
get a couple minutes to sit down, what can make you 
jump up again to tend to its every need? Then, just as it 
gets OLDER, what constantly requires your money to 
keep it going? Give up?

Those of you who will do well on this quiz are most 
likely parents. But, parents of WHAT? I’m not talking 
KIDS here. Yes, we’ve had a Blessed Event at our house 
recently, but the “baby” weighed in at over 1800 pounds, 
took ME home that night, and is already 55 years old. 
The Perfect Child, I’d say. After wanting convertible 
for ages, I now find myself in the enviable position 
of being Suitably Converted. My newest boy, Oscar, 
came home a month ago and is a 1958 Volkswagen Bug 
convertible. He’s black, with a black top, and for his 
age, is in remarkably well-preserved original condition. 
His arrival changed a few things within our family, as 
new babies usually do.

For one thing, I’m a Type II person. Vernon has been my 
first love for as long as I can remember, and that goes 
back a considerable way. I’ve always had a weakness for 
the Type II Bus Faces, and if it happens to have a pickup 
bed attached to the rear, count me gone. As anyone 
who has been following my ramblings for any length 
of time knows, Vernon was my dream come true. My 
daily driver, Bogart, is a wonderful little fella, but he’s 
NEW. He’s a 1969 model, and while not what you’d call 
the latest, he’s still new when you’re talking in terms 
of Vintage VW’s. So, Oscar was a bit of a shock. The 
steering wheel isn’t flat! He has a BACK SEAT. The 
gas filler is under the hood! He drives like Vernon but is 
shaped like Bogart! And, strangest of all, he can actually 
flip his lid!

The Meaning of VW Life, 
or Have You Converted Yet?
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I hadn’t done too much thinking about WHAT convertible 
I wanted when I found Oscar. I knew I wanted a Bug 
convertible, but that leaves about 189 years’ worth of bug 
convertibles to choose from for me. So, when Oscar smiled 
at me, I smiled back, but I wasn’t sure he was THE one. 
Nevertheless, I call about him that night and drove him the 
next day. I wasn’t radically impressed - his muffler leaked 
like a sieve and his steering felt a bit like it was connected 
with rubber bands. The brakes were mushy. He had no 
taillights - after sitting out for sale for one day, they had 
been stolen. Heck, he only had one license plate! But there 
was something there that called to me - he looked at me as 
if he was hoping I’d want to take him home. It had been 
a while since anyone CARED about him - sure, they’d 
done all the right things, more or less, but no one CARED. 
Pretty soon, I stopped making excuses and I bought him.

How did he become Oscar? Well, he needed a name, that 
much was obvious, and after all, he IS an older gentleman 
who wears a black toupee, so we had to be careful. 
“Dudley” came to mind. But, the day after he came home 
I went out to greet him, and OSCAR looked back. It was 
that easy, and his name proved to be comical, yet dignified. 
He seems happy with it. Vernon and Bogart tried to make 
him feel welcome, but I think Vern in particular was a bit 
bewildered. He was used to being the only Vintage Beast 
in the house, and this new one didn’t even have a ROOF. 
What the heck?? 

Convertibles are funny. They love attention. The first day 
I drove him someone wanted to buy him from me at a 
stoplight. It seems as though you are more VISIBLE in a 
convertible; they’re almost a state of mind. You’re sitting 
right out there in the wind and the sun and the smog. 
Everyone around you can hear your radio. You can hear 
their kids cry. Birds talk to you as they fly over, smells are 
more potent. The sun is warm on you but the breeze is cool. 
It’s easy to get sunburned and in nearly every convertible 
I’ll bet you’ll find sunglasses, sunscreen and a Chapstick. 
It’s more like riding on a roller coaster than driving a car. 
Even parking is different. You don’t just lock the doors and 
walk away. You have to put the TOP up first. And here in 
California, who would ever think of driving around with 
the top up- to begin with? There’s a lot to learn about this, 
and how to Convertible Conduct oneself.
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This all sounds like tremendous fun, but be aware, 
converting is not without its hazards, and the most 
obvious hazard is the sun. Sunscreen, sunglasses and a 
hat can easily handle this obstacle, but you’d think that 
if you needed to apply all the foregoing equipment just 
to drive the car, why not just put the top up an forget the 
rest? Because you’d look like a dweeb, that’s why. The 
same way you’d look like a dweeb if you put the top and 
roll all the windows up! It’s dangerous in California to 
be seen doing this. So, I smear on the sunscreen, and tie 
my hair back and grease up with Chapstick, all for the 
privilege of being out in the elements.

Another hazard might be flying debris, although I 
haven’t personally experienced this phenomenon. 
Suppose the guy in front of you tosses out a cup? 
Are you going to get the ice in your face? Or, YUCK, 
maybe they get tired of that chewing gum - let’s hope 
they’re not smokers either. But, I’m willing to face 
these horrors if it means being converted.
One of the best things about a convertible is that there is 
a lot of nifty stuff on them. Take the rear view mirror for 
example. The mirror and the visors are connected, all 
one unit, but the mirror itself is on a swivel. With the top 
up, the mirror swivels down to see out through the back 
window. Put the top down, and when it’s folded it stick 

up so high you can’t see easily over it. Then, the mirror 
swivels up, so you can see over the folded top. Leave 
it to those clever Germans to come up with something 
like this. The front hood locks from inside, so that when 
the top is down you can lock valuables in the trunk. 
Getting into the trunk requires the key to unlock the 
knob. Really clever. The grab straps for the back seat 
hang from the frame of the top, then neatly tuck into 
the top when it’s folded down so they don’t show. They 
don’t get caught in the frame as you are folding it either, 
as you might think, since they are located far enough 
forward to miss the hinge. I know, I know, engineers 
get paid to do stuff like this, but it still amazes me. 
You should see the window rubber. Now, about now 
you are asking yourself, “How on EARTH can she get 
so excited about window rubber?” but you have to see 
this to fully appreciate it. The window rubber perfectly 
grooved to fit with the chrome trim on the windows, so 
that when you roll up the windows, nothing leaks. And 
the structural support in the body is a work of art as 
well, blending in without being obvious. I could go on 
for days about how clever the top itself is, but I don’t 
want to bore you. All in all, quite a work of art, worthy 
of the VW name.

So, every weekend since his arrival, I’ve spent at 
least one day cleaning or painting 
or replacing something. And, with 
Rob’s generous help, we’ve managed 
to get Oscar more than presentable. 
Once the bad weather hits, he will 
go live with a friend, indoors in his 
barn with others of his kind. I’m sure 
I will miss him, but I’ve promised 
Vernon he doesn’t have to give up 
his spot in our garage for Oscar. So, 
to keep peace between the siblings, 
small sacrifices are mad. And, from 
now on, I will be a Type II fanatic 
who also happens to have adopted 
a convertible. And I say, when it 
comes to Fahrvergnugen, the more 
the merrier.

Volkswoman (continued)
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BEETLE CABRIOLET
The full story of the convertible Beetle

By Malcolm Bobbitt. Published by Veloce Publishing 
Limited, Veloce House. Parkway Farm Business Park, 
Middle Farm Way. Poundbury, Dorchester DTI 3AR, England. ISBN 
978 1 845840 74 7. 122 Pages, many with high quality color pictures of 
restored original Convertibles most from the UK and some historical 
pictures accompanying the history section which are in black and white. 

Over the years the publishing house of Veloce has published many books 
covering all Volkswagen models. I have most of these VW books. The books written by one of 
their authors, a Mr. Richard Copping, are in my opinion the best researched VW books available 
today at least as far the VW history is concerned.

The book we are looking at here today features the Beetle convertibles. Starting with the 
very first one, the so beloved one by Ferdinand Porsche’s son Ferry, to the latest new “New 
Beetle” introduced in 2012. As we know 331,850 of the original Karmann convertibles were built and sold 
making it the most popular convertible in the world of its time until it was surpassed by Volkswagen own 
Golf convertible, also built by Karmann. So this book is mostly covering the four seat Karmann but also 
includes the short lived Hebmüller convertibles and a few unofficial convertible conversions from England. 
This is a new for 2013 edition of a book originally published in 2002. Not having the original I do not know 
whether any correction or additions were made. The inclusions of the New Beetle and the new “New Beetle” 
convertibles obviously are new. 

A short list of major changes made over the years to the convertible is included. So is a list of a number 
of specialists selling VW parts and providing service, almost all of them located in the UK, except for one 
German and one Californian. Published in England it is understandable that a good number of pictures show 
right hand drive cars. Some pages show pictures of the beautiful color brochures of the 1950 convertibles and 
are printed on high on high quality paper as is the whole book as mentioned before.

There are a few convertibles not included that I do think should have been because they are historical 
significant. Like the green colored special that Ferry Porsche drove during the forties having two carburetors 
and the four seat convertible built by Ringel for Ivan Hirst. Ringel is also the one who built the Radclyffe 
roadster at the same time. Perhaps it is not possible to cover all and every one of the many Beetle convertible 
variations. Just as all Books about VW this one too has a few pages giving the reader an oversight of its history 
and the struggle by Porsche to get the project going. However if one wants to know a more comprehensive and 
more accurate telling of the VW history there are other books out there. 

As I have mentioned before the British have really been fascinated by the Volkswagen Beetle and most of the 
best books about these cars and about its history are published. And there are many well beautiful restored 
VWs in that country. This book covers the convertibles; it is the only book about VW convertibles that I know 
of. Not as complete as I would have liked to see but it should give convertibles fans much needed information. 

The Volkswagen Library
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Howard, our club president, has asked me a few 
times to write and submit a story about my 1950 

Standard Split to the club newsletter. Just like he has 
told all of you, we keep putting it off. Well I finally got 
around to it. This car is a Hoffman car meaning it was 
originally shipped from Germany to New York to the 
Max Hoffmann dealership. In 1949 only 2 Beetles were 
officially shipped to the USA. And this car is one of the 
157 Split Window Beetles that were shipped to the USA 
in 1950. 

I’ve been a member of the VVWCA for roughly 25 
years. And like everyone else I always wanted to get a 
Split Window Beetle but I couldn’t afford the ones that 
were for sale, and all the others were being hoarded by 
members saving them as their retirement fund.

Luckily 3 years ago the timing was right and my buddy 
Chuck Pisconski from Connecticut had a weak moment 
and decided to let one of his go. I bought it sight unseen 

and Chuck even delivered it to my house in Jersey. My 
Split arrived just as I was told. A stripped shell with a 
couple broken windows, no fenders, mismatched wheels, 
no interior, no steering wheel or dash parts, no engine 
and a hanging busted trans, but it did have a good front 
and rear hood, and both doors that were salvageable. Get 
the picture?

To tell the story let me start by saying I do all my own 
work. Metal work, Welding, Bodywork, the Painting, all 
the mechanic work including building the engine. I even 
mount my tires with tire spoons. 

And I do it all inside my 2 car garage. The same garage 
featured in the Spring 2009 issue of “Garage Style 
Magazine”. And my car lift was great for bringing the 
body up to proper level to work.

I did so much work to this car I could actually write a 
book on it, but I will do my best to try and keep it short 

1950 Standard Split
By Bob Cropsey 
www.JerseyClassic.com
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and condensed as not to bore you. This was a body 
off restoration but before removing the body I worked 
on replacing the front apron, and entire spare tire well 
with new metal. Then in the rear I cut off the apron and 
rear quarter sections. From overseas I found perfect 
reproductions of these areas that included the mounts 
for the rear bumper. I spliced them in, redid the 2 trays 
in the engine compartment then mounted the rear apron. 
After finishing all the bodywork , I got the body in full 
primer and removed it from the chassis, then placing it 
on the lift out of the way. 

Now the work on the chassis begins. Once removing 
the front end and busted trans, the chassis was easy to 
put up on steel barrels and flip when needed to work on 
the floorpan top & bottom. Then while the paint on the 
chassis dried I rebuild and painted the front beam. 

I did many upgrades on this car while keeping the stock 
appearance. Since the Split came without and engine 
and a busted trans, this made the upgrade decision much 
easier. Since it would be my only Beetle I wanted to be 
able to drive it to shows up to 3 hours away while keeping 
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up with highway traffic. I didn’t want a 25 hp trailer queen. 
So I built a brand new 1600 cc engine for it. For a trans I had 
a 1967 Beetle trans that not only comes with great highway 
gears, but the bell housing was made for the 200 mm 
flywheel. I replaced the longer 67 axles with 65 and older 
shorter axles to keep the wheels correct under the fenders, 
then used the 1950 axle tubes since they didn’t have the 
shock mounts made into the end castings. Remember this 
car has rear lever shocks which I sent out and had rebuilt. I 
also had to make a custom front trans mount.

Once the trans and front end were finished I remounted 
them to the chassis. I completed the job by running new 
brake cables to all wheels. I had the mechanical brake 
shoes sent out and relined. Yes they are different from those 
with Hydraulic brakes. I learned how and got the entire 
mechanical cable brake system together and adjusted. A 
very interesting system. When you pull your emergency 
brake on a Standard it applies all 8 shoes, and also puts 
your brake lights on.

Being this was going to be a driver it had to get radials 
on it. I know wide whitewalls don’t belong on standard 
models but they do dress up the car really nice. So to 
get wide whites on radials I had to go with 15” rims & 
tires. Then I mounted the engine to the trans, mounted 
my custom made EMPI single tip exhaust header, and the 
rolling chassis was done. Now I put that aside and covered 
it till later. 

Back to finishing the body. First I wanted to finish the 
bottom areas so I laid out some old tires on the floor 
without rims. Then rolled the body onto it’s side on the 
tires making the bottom easy to get to. It was so nice being 
able to sit on a box to clean and prime the area above the 
trans while right in front of me. Also under the dash, the 
inside of the roof, front kick panel from both sides, and 
also to replace the rotted metal at the bottom of the heater 
channel. Nice everything clean then primed.

Next I uprighted the body and with my electric hoist lifted 
the body and lowered onto three 55 gallon drums. Now I 
dry sanded the primer with 220, then 400 inside and out. 
Once cleaned I covered all outer parts of the body with 
plastic. Now I could first paint the bottom, inside, trunk 
area and engine compartment without worrying about the 
outside. After a week to dry I reversed the plastic, covering 
everything I previously painted, then sprayed the outside 
areas. Once dry I lifted the body, rolled the chassis under 
it and lowered it down. Then rolled that out of the way 
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Parts and such for sale
Various r/view mirror. O/S hinge pine type NOS left only $225. Right side 
extender arm NOS, $250. Restored under seat gas can in blue or red $450. 
Condition (9). NOS Candy Sticks, plain and beautiful $750. Restored PareHouse 
Clock and Grill (1-10, rates at 9 ½). ID STAMPS . Reg members only $10, one 
time offer $8. Empi Pull down with (VW). One time offer. Reg $200. Members 
only $100 with hardware. Beer Pull with (VW). One time offer. Reg $125. 
Members only $95. Vent Window Locks (Stainless Steel) Piece of mind. Reg 
$125. Members only $95. Center arm rest in blue or white piping. (Your arm 
won’t fall of this one). Pipe & chrome clamp. $875.00. Members: $775.00. Let’s 
trade. Call and let’s kick it around. Contact Phil Weiner. 9625 SW 15th ST., Miami 
Florida. 33174. T: 305-552-3982. Fax: Same. Call first. 

Looking for a 1957 Speedometer or repair shop? I can be reached at: Rodney 
Sweet, 259 Godfrey Road, Mystic, CT 06355. rodcsweet@att.net 

SPORTS CAR POSTERS  Our favorite sports cars and other vintage cars in 
nostalgic scenes of the 1930s, 50s, 60s and 70s, such as drive-ins, period gas 
stations, car magazine covers and more. Each full color18x24 poster is an original 
design and individually signed by the artist.  See all 16 posters on my website at 
www.bobmaurer.com 330-316-8697 bobmaurerartist@gmail.com  Bob Maurer

“Volkswagen KDF-Wagen 1934-1945”, $30.00 each plus shipping. “Volkswagen 
Then, Now and Forever”, $50.00 each plus shipping. “VW Sales Performance 
– Board”, 24”x57” - $300.00 plus shipping. Books signed by the author at your 
request. For information, please call Terry Schuler, 814-243-8859.

1952-1982 VW Factory Shop Manuals.: $29.95-$99.95. Aftermarket VW shop 
manuals (6 different publishers): $9.95-$34.95. 54-79 VW Restoration Manual 
$37.95. Alex Voss, 4850 37th Ave So., Seattle WA. 98118. Tel: 206-721-3077 toll 
free 888-380-9277. 

Wanted
VVWCA Newsletters from 76 through 81 and 84 through 87 so I can make a 
comprehensive history of the VVWCA for our website. Would be willing to pay 
all shipping costs. Contact me at vvwca@att.net or 913-831-6225. My address is 
also listed under the Chapter Reps for the state of Kansas on our website. Thank 
you, Mike Epstein.

As I was doing some organizing of my VW library, I have found I am missing 
some back issues of the Vintage Voice to include: Mar./Apr., Sept./Oct., and Nov./
Dec. for the year 2011.  If you have these issues and would care to part with them, 
I would be more than willing to offer reimbursement for shipping. Thank you, 
Steve Briscoe, 1111 South Coast Dr, Unit E-102, Costa Mesa, Calif.  92626. 

Old VW speedometers, any type. Jack Ashcraft 541-499-0246 jacksonashcraft@gmail.com

cars sale
1961 VW Beetle. Completely restored. L-380 Turquoise, many first place trophies. 
Runs and drives perfect. Call for details. $8,800.00. Ralph Johnson. 302-220-
6322. Bear, Delaware.  

1973 VW Thing. Gas heater, 11,000 original miles. Excellent top. White spoke 
rims, like new tires. Arizona car. Stored in heated garage for 2 years. Driven often 
last 3 years. New electric fuel pump. Full pump block off pate. New gear shift 
know. New boom tube, no baffles. Numerous new parts. White comp. stripes. 
Have to see to appreciate. Have tow bar. $9500 firm. 219-879-8761.

1971 Westfalia Camper.  Very clean California camper with well-maintained, 
1600-duel port engine.  123,835 miles.  Comes with many extras; original 
ownership card with name of original owner and Northern California dealer (who 
I personally knew), VW Maintenance Log Book that is stamped and recorded up 
to the 100,000 mile service, factory side tent included and great condition with a 
complete set of poles, and more!  $15,500.  Email: roberthimsl@comcast.net

Classifieds
COST: Members receive 2 free classified ads. Limit of two per issue. Non-
members: $10.00 . Each ad will appear in two issues of the Vintage Voice.
MAXIMUM LENGTH: 75 Words
PHOTOGRAPHS: 1 photo per advertisement please. Photos cannot be returned.
LIMITATIONS: Ads are published on a space available basis. Copy submissions 

must be typed or legibility hand written. ONLY VW parts, cars, toys or literature 
will be accepted. No cars for sale newer than 1987 can be accepted. VVWCA 
accepts no liability relating to the purchase of an advertised item.
ADVERTISING DEADLINE: All advertisements must be received prior to the 
10th of the Jan, Mar, May, Jul, Sep, Nov for the following newsletter.
SUBMIT YOUR AD TO: Howard Query, VVWCA, PO Box 1842, Mason City, 
Iowa 50402-1842, 641-425-7382, burtonwood.vvwca@q.com

and covered it all. The same process was done with the 
doors, fenders, and the hoods so the bottoms would be 
painted as nice as the tops.

My Bekowa roof rack came from California by 
Greyhound Bus. Then I fully restored it using new 
wood. My seat covers and door panels were made by 
Lenny Copp from West Coast Restorations using the 
correct German material. I had new split rear glass and 
windshield cut. My quarter and door windows are Sekurit 
replicas from Kafer-Nostalgie. Steering wheel is NOS. 
Rubber from West Coast Metric. And many parts from 
Wolfsburg West, Kafer-Nostalgie, and many others. Let 
me once again give a special Thank You to the man that 
too often is forgotten about. Everett Barnes for creating 
TheSamba.com that makes finding parts anywhere in the 
world so easy. Do you remember this VW Hobby before 
TheSamba? That’s like life before the computer.

I hope you enjoyed the story of my Split. Now I just 
drive it and enjoy it along with my 1967 21-Window 
Bus, and my 1971 Singlecab Daily Driver. 
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Der Schwimmwagen, The Type 166

The Kübelwagen, the Type 82, the Volkswagen that 
would eventually become the main small German 
military vehicle, had not even gone in production, when 
on June 18 1940 the military expressed interest in an 
amphibious Kübelwagen. Actually that was how the 
original efforts were described at first, an amphibious 
Kübelwagen. Eventually it would become known as 
the Schwimmwagen. Besides the request of it to being 
amphibious they also wanted it to have a 4 wheel drive 
system. It was actually the SS unit of the military which 
asked for such a vehicle, the same organization that 
originally initiated the Kübelwagen idea. 

Anticipating such a request, Porsche had already started 
to work on and tested 6 four wheel drive versions of 
the Kübelwagen known as the Type 87. So it took 
not too much time to have a floating four wheel drive 
Kübelwagen ready. At first it was just a matter of welding 
a watertight body to the Kübelwagen chassis, making 
this the first Volkswagen with a unitized body. First tests 
were conducted on September 21 1940 at a lake in the 
vicinity of Stuttgart. Young Ferry Porsche was doing 
the driving and the tests worked out sufficiently well. At 
least the test vehicle did not sink.  

By November 1940 two Schwimmwagen models based 
on the Kübelwagen, now designated the project 128 
were ready and extensively tested during November and 
December. These tests were conducted on highways, dirt 
roads and under what was called extreme conditions, 
including floating for 18 hours in water. In all of these 
tests other manufacturer’s vehicles were included for 
comparison purposes. It was the Volkswagen however 
that performed by far the best. 175 cars for further testing 
were requested and built using now bodies by the Drauz 
body builder works, while the mechanical parts came 
from Porsche in Stuttgart.

While all these early tests were satisfactory, the SS 
insisted that the Schwimmwagen had to be more boat 
like, have a shorter wheelbase, a smaller track, a five 
speed transmission and a larger engine displacement. As 
a result of these requests the Schwimmwagen received 

its bathtub like looks, was more powerful by increasing 
the displacement from 985 ccs to 1153 gaining 3 DIN 
hp. The wheelbase was reduced by 4 inches and the 
track by about 1 inch. To build these cars using regular 
Kübelwagen chassis would have simplified production 
considerably; it would have allowed the Schwimmwagen 
to be assembled on the same assembly line. However, the 
final version was much more expensive to manufacture. 
The many newly made changes made it however more 
maneuverable and easier to navigate in the water. 

With the final changes a new and final designation was 
assigned and the newest version Schwimmwagen became 
the Porsche Type 166. At first some final assembly work 
took place at the Porsche facilities in Stuttgart; by 1942 
all production shifted to Wolfsburg. At first Wolfsburg 
used bodies from Ambi Budd in Berlin just as all the 
Kübelwagen bodies were initially supplied by this same 
company. A not well known fact is that eventually all 
bodies and chassis for the Schwimmwagen were built 
100% in Wolfsburg. 

The fact that it had been decided not to use the 
Kübelwagen chassis for the Schwimmwagen contributed 
to the eventual demise of this car after only 14,276 units, 
representing 21.5% of all military Volkswagens built. 
During an August 1944 air raid the VW factory was 
badly damaged and the dedicated assembly line for the 
Schwimmwagen was mostly destroyed, while at the 
same time Kübelwagen production was able to continue 
until 1945. 

Like with all cars Porsche worked on, there were many 
version of the Schwimmwagen built, I like to mention 
only two additional ones besides the standard version. 
One remote controlled, was intended to be loaded with 
explosives to destroy enemy installations. The other 
one had two tubes attached to the upper side of its body 
one left and one to the right. Pictures of this one have 
been published and many have speculated what these 
tubes were for. Some thought it was to supply air to 
the carburetor. Finally, in a book by the ex-archivist of 
Volkswagen, Dr. Bernd Wiersch, published in 2006 it is 
explained. Those two tubes were actually rockets; they 
were to assist the Schwimmwagen climbing up steep 
embankments which, according to Wiersch, they thought 

Second in Command Michael Epstein
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was necessary to invade England. During its first test, 
the testers elected a too steep incline and the car did 
slide down sideways and was damaged badly, with that 
putting an end to this strange project. 

First Military Volkswagens  
Coming to the USA

Since very few civilian Volkswagens, meaning Beetles, 
were built before the end of the war but quite a few 
military ones, it is understandable that it would be a 
military one to be the first to come to the US. The British 
had studied captured military Volkswagens, meaning 
the Kübelwagen, since the Schwimmwagen was not in 
production yet, since early 1941. Apparently some of 
these same cars came to the US officially, to be studied 
and evaluated here by the US Army. 

Other Kübelwagens were brought over by GIs by using 
very creative ways. The different ways and how many 
came over is not exactly known, since it was against all 
military rules for any GI to bring a car over privately 
at the time while the war was still going on. These 
clandestine cars had to be brought in, in night and fog 
operations so to speak. This makes it hard to verify some 
of the stories out there and to verify whether they are not 
just urban legends and to separate facts from fiction. I had 
mentioned a report in my recent “Coming to the USA” 
article how an enterprising pilot loaded a Volkswagen, 
probably a Kübelwagen, in his air transport to bring it 
home on his way from Europe. Everything was planned 
at this side of the ocean and people were informed to help 
to cover up the illegal operation.  For never explained 
reasons the plane was diverted and in order to protect his 
rear end and not to get into any trouble, the pilot had to 
jettison the car through the bomb bay into the Atlantic. 

Doing some research recently, I run across another 
interesting story, this time an article published in Road 
& Track, December 1960. Apparently, one of the 9,646 
Kübelwagen built in 1943, made it to these shores in 
1944.  As the article explains, this car created quite a 
steer as someone drove it still with the original German 
military color and insignia one night through the upstate 
New York area. Since its muffler had been shut off, it 
made quite a racket and the populace felt they were 

being invaded. What made it look even more suspicious 
was that the young driver of this car was driving in his 
pajamas. He was consequently arrested by the police. 
I turned out that he was a Navy public relations man 
stationed at Navy public relations facilities, who decided 
to take the car out for a spin. 

How this car ended up at the Sampson, New York, Navy 
Public relation facilities is another story. As the story has 
it, the car had been liberated in Italy by using a few cases 
of beer to facilitate the transaction. From Italy it was sent 
in a returning ship to Staten Island and was sitting at a 
Navy pier for a few weeks where it caught the attention 
of a lieutenant who decided to make it part of the Navy’s 
inventory. Since that included a lot of paperwork, we 
know a few details about the car. It had chassis number 
2-019591 and engine # 685. Apparently, it was in bad 
shape because an estimate was made to see what it would 
take to bring it up to Navy’s standards. It needed a lot, 
including tires, battery, windshield, canvas top and more.   

Somehow, the car did not quite fit in where it was at 
and as a result of further questionable dealings, the 
car ended up again with the public relations people in 
upstate New York, where the incident with the young 
man being arrested happened. The story did not end 
there. Somehow the father of the young man who got the 
car on the ship from Italy in the first place, recognized 
it as it was being driven around. Nobody knows how he 
finagled it, but eventually it ended up with the original 
liberator again and that is how the story ends, at least for 
now. It somehow disappeared here from the public eye. 
Maybe it is still sitting in some barn somewhere. Maybe 
someone will recognize the car by its serial number? 
This may be the first Volkswagen ever to have come to 
the shores of the US.  

In the meantime, a number of others Volkswagens from 
the wartime area are circulating and appearing at car 
shows all over the US. It appears all of these have come 
in later, after the end of the war or maybe not?  

Originally Published November 2004
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Bug
SG - 54 to 59 Bug (Example SG103)  
SE - 60 Only Bug (Example SE47)  
SC, SV, SU - 61 to 66 Bug (Example SC12, SV87, SU110)  
K - 67 to 70 Bug (Example 12K031)  
M - 71 to 79 Bug (Example 37M110)  

Bus
D,F,E,V,Z - 54 to 63 Bus (Example 1D, 4F, 1E2, 2V, 3Z2)  
T - 64 to 66 Bus (Example T3128)  
L - 67 to 70 Bus (Example 23L098)  
R - 71 to 79 Bus (Example 32R101) 

Vanagon 
N - 80 to 91 Vanagon (Example N9210 OR 9210)  

Misc
VB - Various late 70s to early 80s (Example VB4680)

A GUIDE TO KEY CODES
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http://home.comcast.net/~commonsteve/CGMain.html 

A VVWCA Affiliate 

RESTORATION PARTS 
Beetle 

Karmann Ghia 
Rabbits and Cabriolets 

 
www.mtmfg.com 

 
 
 

M & T Mfg. Co. 30 Hopkins Lane 
S.Kingstown, RI 02879 

 
Many parts of our own 

manufacture. 

MIDWEST VINTAGE 
         Providing Expert Service to the  

Vintage VW Community for over 30 years

Located in Lake in the Hills, IL 45 Miles N/W of Chicago 
Local and Long Distance inquiry’s welcome. 

 “Dr” Darby  

Milnor                          

  847-417-5671   
oldbugs@comcast.net

• Restoration 
• Interiors 
• Parts 
• Service 
• Consultation

823 Madison 3665 Kingston, Arkansas 72742 
(479)-665-4126

www.wayoutsalvage.com

Home of the Baja Truck
See it online!

Bus & Beetle Parts
Engine Rebuilding

Over 500 Cars/Busses
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VVWCA
It has come to my attention (ha! Ha!) that I will be 
(seventy eight) years old soon. So considering that, 
I guess the time is new for me to … shall we say … 
start slowing down. To make that great occasion, the 
Weiner Foundation is considering a half price say to 
members only. Needless to say after forty year & a 
very high pile of wonderful VW accessories & parts 
… what could be more exciting? Please give me a 
call, tell me what you are looking for and the hunt 
will be on. I only as that you give me a chance to find 
it. As I said, after so many years & so many piles, it 
just takes time. I will get back to you … I promise. 
VW’s have been such a big part of my life that I’m 
sure treatment will follow.

PS: Howard, you are the greatest. 

Phile (Hotdog) Weiner 305-552-0982

Director’s Comment: Thanks Phil … I’m blushing 
now. 

1952 SPLIT
Thank you for your email.  I went online and paid 
the fee this morning. I’ve never been a member of 
the organization before, but am excited to be part 
now.  Just fyi, I joined because I recently bought a 
1952 split beetle from the Bruce Weiner collection in 
Georgia.  I’m looking for any info available on the 
owners of the car prior to 1981.  Here’s a copy of a 
post I recently put on the samba.com:

“I just bought a 1952 Split window standard sedan 
that was restored in the mid 1990’s by Dennis 
Hobday. Previous owners included: Paul Westrich 
(Indiana), George Daggett (Indiana), Dennis Hobday 
(Indiana), Konrad Bouffard (Texas), Bruce Weiner 
(Georgia), and a couple in California. I
know Dennis Hobday sold the car to George Daggett 
in 1996, and the names of the owners back to 1981. 
Hobday restored the car and is sending photos, but I 
can’t seem to find any info on the car prior to 1981 
other than the date it was made in Wolfsburg and the 
day it left the factory for Hoffman.

See following link for more details: hwww.covvc.org/
memberscars.htm#daggett%20split. Of particular 
interest in this car is the short-wave radio in the dash, 
which is extraordinarily rare and unusual. The car 
has appx 26K original miles on it, and was featured 
on Spike TV - Car and Driver Classics Edition on 
March 7, 2005 and in VW Trends Magazine, Feb 
2002 “Split Decision”.

Does anyone know anything about this car? Any 
suggestions on how to research its provenance 
between 1952 and 1981? Konrad  Bouffard, 
Round Rock Honey Co, LLC., (w)512-828-5416 
(m)512-923-1024 (f)512-233-2991. konrad@
roundrockhoney.com

Who Knows?? 
Occasionally I do receive requests for information 
about certain aspects of the Volkswagen history but 
more of the questions are about the cars, like about 
serial numbers or to identify production numbers or 
model years, or identifying some parts or accessories. 
Some of these questions I have been able to answer 
after some research. But there are some that have me 
confused. I will mention some here in the hope that 
someone may have an answer or explanation so we 
all will be able to learn from it. 

One question was about the headlight doors, or rims 
as they are sometimes called, which originally had 
their adjusting screws at the 4 and 8 o’clock location. 
Later version had these adjusting screws at the 9 and 
12 o’clock position. Or was it the other way around 
and when was this change made?

Another question came recently from a young lady 
living here in beautiful Southern California about 
the name for the rectangular service sign which VW 
dealers displayed advertising their service. More 
precisely about the white stick like figure lifting his 
hat on a VW blue finished background. This sign was 
used internationally with Kundendienst in German, 
Service in English and Servicio in Spanish written 
below the figure. The questioners research resulted in 
finding an English website selling accessories were 

Nuts and Bolts
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this stick figure is described as “Bubblehead”. An 
inquiry she sent to the VW Museum in Germany had 
an inconclusive answer but they thought it may have 
been called VW-Männchen or Servicemännchen, and 
they did confirm that it had been discontinued for 
some time. I had seen this particular sign for many 
years everywhere, last time in 1976 in Mexico, but 
I never knew whether this figure had an official or 
unofficial name. Does anybody know?

Another question by this above mentioned lady was 
about the turn indicators as used by early VWs. The 
ones mounted inside the “B” pillar on the sedan and 
in the front quarter panels on the convertible during 
the forties and early fifties. By some also called 
trafficators or semaphores. The question was what 
color were these early turn signals? The frame was 
painted in body color of the car but for the color of 
the plastic I remember only as orange, or/and a faded 
orange, almost yellow. This same color was used in 
Europe as here in the US. I do not think there were 
any regulations about the color or about signal lights 
at all in the US at that time. I seem to remember 
some cars were sold here in the US without any turn 
signal lights. In Germany however indicator had to 
be illuminated and had to stick out from the side of 
the car. These semaphores were used in Europe until 
1960s, the time this rule was dropped there. Here in 
the US, Beetles received clear colored bullet shaped 
signal lights protruding from the front fenders in 

1956. In 1958 clear colored elongated turn signal 
lights moved to the top of the fenders. 

The reason for moving the turn signal from the lower 
edge of the front fender to the top was obviously to 
simplify production and reduce spare parts inventory. 
Or does anyone know of any other reason?

Thanks Team
Howard, I have had health issues starting in 2010 
and continuing. I recently started catching up with 
correspondence and filing and realized that my 
subscription had not been renewed since 2012. I am 
enclosing a checking to covered the gap. If magazines 
are available … I would be happy to pay for printing 
and handling for the past 10 missing issues. I believe 
that the Vintage Voice has evolved, if I remember 
correctly from my 1976 subscription to “VW Front 
Driver”?? I and my family have been VW owners of 
various years since 1957. I and my family presently 
have an original owners, daily driver ’67 Beetle, (2) 
119 VW New Beetles and a 2009 Rabbit.

Thank you and the “team” for you continuous 
dedication to VWs throughout the years.

Doug K., Valparaiso, Ind.
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Mark Merrill’s VW Museum and Shop 
with a Tiki Bar in the background. April 
4, 2014, Mountain View, CA.

It only takes a few things to come together to make a 
great car show, location, weather, cars, and people! 

On May 17 in the pre-Civil War town of Weston, 
Missouri, that happened for the 3rd year in a row. The 
people of Weston are the greatest. Allowing us to take 
over a portion of the main street area right in front of 
the businesses in the middle of downtown, how nice 
is that. That makes it a perfect place for the whole 
family with plenty of things to do besides the car show 
like shopping, dining, swapping, pickin’, antiquing, 
strolling around town, it’s a town full of history.

I got there early this year, about 7:15 just in time to see 
them just letting in the first of the cars. The gentleman 
at the barricade, one of the many volunteers from the 
MOKAN VW Club that puts on this fine show, who 
was manning this position drove a Kommandeurwagen 
replica to the show. It was all decked out in camo 
and actually had many actual old split window parts 

incorporated into the body but I was told it was on a 
’62 pan. Still very cool looking and just the way I 
wanted to start my day! He also told me he had a replica 
Kubelwagen and his friend a replica Schwimmwagen 
and that they do WWII re-enactments. Too bad they 
weren’t there!

The car show brought out some beautiful examples as 
usual and the competitors came from 7 states. The swap 
was small compared to previous years it seemed. Thanks 
to one of our entrees from Iowa, Bob Foulk, or so I hear, 
we were able to get Bruce Simurda, the Editor of Hot 
VW’s Magazine to come out and cover the show this 
year, so be sure to watch for a story in about 3 months in 
the magazine. Sure was good to see Bruce again, hadn’t 
seen him since probably 1992 when I freelance for Hot 
VW’s living in the Bay area. And as usual, I saw lots of 
friends, people I don’t get to see but once a year or so 
when the show comes around. 

Volks-Weston 2014
By Michael Epstein

mikenwuf@yahoo.com
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Best of Show – 1950 21A Panel Bus, Owned by Rick Clark of Salinas, CA

There were a total of 28 classes represented at the 
show and a 1st place trophy was given in each class 
as well as awards given for best in classes given 
out through the KCDUBS Water-cooled people 
covering Best Stance, Race Car, Best Engine, Best 
Daily, Best Wheels, Best Dressed, and Best Interior. 
There was valve cover racing for young and old and 
everyone had a great time. 

Raffle tickets were sold for some really nice items 
one being the newer Volkswagen Bus Tent maybe 
you’ve seen for sale, it’s really nice. $2,000.00 in 
proceeds from the raffle will go to “The Farmer’s 
House” in Weston, Missouri, “The mission of The 
Farmer’s House Market is to provide a community 
integrated hands on work environment that will 
provide youth and adults with developmental 
disabilities practical vocational skills”. 

This show wouldn’t be possible without all the hard 
work of the officers and volunteer members of the 
MOKAN VW Club who give their all to make sure 
this comes off as perfect as possible. We want to 
thank our sponsors, “Maiden Designs”, “KCDUBS”, 
“Vintage Volkswagen Club of America”, “Wolfsburg 
West”, “Northtown Volkswagen”, “Motorsports of 
Tulsa”, and “Mid America Motorworks”. Lastly, the 
town of Weston, Missouri and the kind gentleman 
who allows us to camp on his property each year for 
those who do come from out of town. 
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When I was ready to leave, I stopped at a favorite of what 
seems to be everyone’s at the show, the Main Street Galleria 
and Upstairs Tea Room on the corner of Main and Thomas. 
They have a mixture of old looking tin signs, a few real 
antiques, a real soda fountain with Phosphates and everything, 
great pies and great fudge! As I was getting waited on by a 
woman appearing to be about my age and her having noticing 
my VVWCA T-shirt, she says to me, we love you people, 
we wish you would stay longer, knowing that our day was 
winding down. Now that was about the nicest thing you could 
hear from a local, as we were talking earlier, some of us were 
thinking the town folks might be getting a bit tired of the 
constant car shows the town must allow during the summer 
months, but you know, that’s what makes them their money, 
but that was so nice to hear, I thanked her and bought another 
½ pound of fudge!

Come and see us here in the Kansas City area sometime, 
won’t you?
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MID AMERICA MOTORWORKS would like you to join in 
celebrating our 40th Anniversary. We are changing the way 
you shop for parts and accessories and with the launch of 
our new website you can see just how easy it is to pursue 
your passion. The new site is content rich with a user-friendly 
navigation, updated with the latest Tech Articles, Instructions, 
Diagrams, How to Videos and more all at your fi ngertips. 
Check us out at www.mamotorworks.com


